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PRACTICE TIME - Practice is not allowed on any tournament
table, except during specified periods, and only with the permission
of the Tournament Director. You are encouraged to practice on
tables designated for that purpose, and are asked to share the practice
tables with any other contestants who wish to use them. If there is a
wait for the practice tables, we ask that you limit your practice time
to between 10 and 15 minutes. Designated practices tables are
reserved for those contestants who have not yet been eliminated
from the tournament. Practice is not allowed on tournament tables
during play, even when tournament tables are not in use.
FORFEIT TIME - Forfeits will be declared after 15 minutes has
lapsed since a match has been called. If a team has registered for the
Tournament, every effort will be made to locate the team before a
forfeit is declared. The Tournament Director determines when a
match is officially forfeited.
SUDDEN DEATH FORMAT - In order to help the Tournament
run on schedule, all players are encouraged to be ready to play when
their match is called, and to observe the Match Time Guidelines.
However, when matches become exceedingly long, the Sudden
Death Format will apply. The League Operator or Tournament
Director may choose to split matches rather than use the Sudden
Death Format.
8-BALL SUDDEN DEATH - Sudden Death Rules will be in effect if the
first rack of the 5th individual match is not struck prior to the match
time reaching the 3-hour-and-45-minute mark. The rack of the first
individual match started after 3 hours and 45 minutes will be worth 2
team points. If the 2 points awarded to the winner of that rack gives
that team enough points to win the team match, and is thus
determinative, the team match will be over. If the 2 points awarded
by that rack are not determinative of the team match, the same
players will play a second rack worth 1 team point. If this second
individual match is not determinative of the team match, that
individual match will be considered concluded, Subsequent
individual matches will be conducted, with the same two rack, 2point/1-point, format until one of the teams mathematically wins the
team match, or the team match finishes in a tie. For information
about which team is declared the winner of a tied match, see Section
25 below.
NOTE: DURING SUDDEN DEATH, THE INDIVIDUAL MATCH WINNER
WILL BE THE PLAYER WHO WINS THE 2-POINT RACK.
9-BALL SUDDEN DEATH - Sudden Death Rules will be in effect if the
first rack in the 5th individual match is not struck prior to the match
time reaching the the 3-hour mark. Each ball pocketed in all
individual matches started after the 3 hour mark will be worth
double points. In other words each object ball pocketed in every
individual match started after the 3 hour mark will count as 2 points
and each 9-ball pocketed in such matches will count as 4 points.
DECLARING PLAYERS - Once both teams in a match have
declared a player, the players cannot be changed unless the player
declared by one team puts that team in jeopardy of violating the 23Rule.
COACHING - A player may be coached only once per game. If a
coach suggests a time-out to the player, the time-out will be charged
even if the player disagrees with the decision to take the time-out.
However, if a player requests a time-out and the coach refuses to
take the time-out, no time-out will be charged. Scorekeepers should
mark all coaching time-outs on the scoresheet. During coaching
time-outs taken when the player has ball-in-hand, coaches are
allowed to place the cue ball. All rules regarding fouling the cue
ball apply to a coach when he or she places the cue ball for a player.
NOTE: When teams with a common players meet during the
tournament, the common players who choose to “sit-out” of the
team match (per the Common Player rule) are not permitted to
captain, coach, or provide a coach with advice. Ineligible
players are also not permitted to captain, coach, or provide a
coach with advice.
OBLIGATION
TO
PRESENT
AND
CHECK
IDENTIFICATION OF ALL PLAYERS – All participants must
have a current valid photo ID in the form of a state-issued Driver’s
License or non-driver Identification Card, a Military ID, or a
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Passport. Players must have their photo ID with them at all times
during the Tournament and should present their photo ID to the
opposing team’s captain when put up in a match without having to
be asked. It is the responsibility of every team to verify that all
opposing players put up in a match have current valid photo IDs that
positively identify them as being the individuals shown on the
scoresheet. Do not assume a player is who they say they are. If an
opposing player has not voluntarily presented his or her photo ID to
you for verification, it is the responsibility of your Team’s Captain
to request that the opposing player present his or her photo ID and to
be satisfied as to the opposing player’s identity prior to the lag. If
your captain is not satisfied with the identity of an opposing player,
your captain must immediately call over a Tournament Official to
examine the identity of the questioned player. If the Tournament
Official cannot readily verify the player’s identity from the photo
ID, he or she may consult the Tournament Director. The
determination of the Tournament Director regarding the identity of
the player, is made in its sole discretion and judgment, and is final.
If your captain fails to verify the identity of each opposing player
put up in a match and an opposing player turns out to be an imposter
or to not have a valid photo ID, your team may be bound by the
results of the match and your team may not be granted any relief or
remedy, in the Tournament Director’s sole judgment and discretion.
If a player is put up to play and does not have his or her photo ID,
the individual match will be forfeited to the opponent without right
of protest or appeal, regardless of the reason the player does not
have a photo ID, and the player will not be eligible to play later in
that team match. It is no excuse that a player’s Photo ID was lost,
left somewhere, or that the player needs to go get it. Any team
intentionally or unintentionally, knowingly or unknowingly playing
an imposter, a player who cannot verify his or her identity, or a
player who enters or participates in the Tournament under fraudulent
circumstances, is subject to immediate disqualification from the
Tournament. All the members of any disqualified team will all be
subject to an indefinite suspension from further participation in the
APA, in APA’s sole judgment and discretion
SCOREKEEPING – Scoresheets, with innings recorded and
Defensive Shots marked, must be kept by either one member of both
teams, or by an official scorekeeper. If it is determined a team is not
marking Defensive Shots, then the Handicap Review Committee
may consider that grounds to raise the skill levels of some or all of
the players on that team. Scoresheets must be signed and turned in
to the Control Table to receive credit for match wins. Refusal to
sign a scoresheet does not affect any match protest. It is the
responsibility of the winning team to make sure the Control Table
receives proper scoresheets.
8-BALL ONLY – Each match is ends when one team mathematically
wins the team match. A team mathematically wins a match when
the opposing team can no longer earn enough points to tie or win the
match. Once one team mathematically wins a match, all play
between the two teams must cease. The teams should write “NF”
(which stands for “Not Finished”) on the scoresheet. You must all
mark Early 8s (E8), 8-ball Scratch (8S), 8 Wrong Pocket (8WP),
8-on-the-Break (8OB), and Break-and-Runs (BR) on your
scoresheets. Patches for 8-on-the-Break and Break-and-Runs are
awarded. Patches must be claimed by your Team Captain at the
Control Table when the scoresheets are turned in for processing.
9-BALL ONLY – Each match ends when one team reaches 51 points.
Once one team reaches 51 points, all play between the two teams
must cease. The teams should write “NF” (which stands for “Not
Finished”) on the scoresheet. You must also mark all balls pocketed,
dead balls, 9-on-the-Snap’s (9OS) and Break-and-Runs (BR).
Patches for 9-on-the-Snap and Break-and-Runs are awarded.
Patches must be claimed by the Team Captain at the Control Table
when the scoresheets are turned in for processing.
NOTE: Any player or team caught fraudulently keeping score –
adding innings, altering scoresheets in any way, or marking
scoresheets in a way that does not reflect the play that occurred
on the table – is subject to disqualification.
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DRESS CODE - Proper attire must be worn at all times in and
around the tournament site. The League Operator or Tournament
Director shall determine what is proper attire, and is responsible for
requiring the change of improper attire on the part of any contestant.
Any change of improper attire is not just cause for delay in the
progress of a team match. The dress code will be enforced.
NO EARPHONES - You are not permitted to wear earphones of
any type during Tournament play. This includes ear buds,
headphones, headsets, Bluetooth devices, etc. Hearing aids and nonelectronic earplugs are allowed.
CELL PHONE USE – Cell phone use is prohibited while a player
is taking his or her turn at the table and during coaching time-outs.
NO SMOKING - Smoking is not permitted at the pool table;
however, ashtrays may be provided on each team/player table
pending location acceptance.
GAME RULES - APA game rules apply. Any and all Local
Bylaw(s) applicable to your local League or interpretation(s) of the
APA game rules made by your local League Operator which are not
in full accord with the Championship Rules established by the APA
do not apply at this event. It is your responsibility to know what is a
Championship Rule and what is a Local Bylaw. The game rules are
covered in the Official Team Manual. You should ensure that you
are familiar with these rules. In addition, you are obligated to
review the APA World Qualifier Certification Statement (the
“Certification Statement”) prior to registering for the Tournament.
SKILL LEVELS - The APA is the sole judge of a player’s ability,
and may at any time raise a player’s skill level if the APA believes
that he is not playing up to his true ability. It is especially important
the skill level at which you participate in this event reflects your true
ability according to Championship rules and standards. This is your
responsibility. You are advised by the APA to make certain you
and your teammates fully understand and conscientiously follow all
of the Championship rules and standards. they If you determine you
or one of your teammates skill level is not accurate, then you must
notify your League Operator or Tournament Director prior to
entering and playing in the event. Doing so will not necessarily
prevent your disqualification; it will, however, help in determining
your eligibility status.
NOTE: If a player is currently active in more than one APA
League area, the player must certify and participate at the
highest skill level.
CALLING FOULS – You are encouraged to be familiar with the
portions of the Official Team Manual that apply to the format you
are playing in this Tournament, including, but not limited to, what
constitutes a foul in that format. Only fouls called by the player
competing in the individual match, or by the Team Captain, are
official. However, you should keep in mind that since everybody on
the team may communicate with their team captain, anyone on the
team may recognize and alert the team captain that a foul has
occurred. Each player and Team Captain is advised that, before
taking ball-in-hand, they should make certain that the player actually
has ball-in-hand. If you do not confirm ball-in-hand with your
opponent, or with Tournament Officials, and there is a difference of
opinion, then you run the risk of fouling the cue ball unintentionally.
CUE BALL FOULS – As a reminder, do not touch the cue ball
while it is still rolling. Doing so may result in a foul.
CLOSE SHOTS - If a shot looks like it may result in a “bad hit,”
stop the game and get a Tournament Official to observe the shot and
make the call. Either player may stop the game to ask for a call.
The decision of the Tournament Official is final. If a shot is close
and a Tournament Official is not called, the ruling will most likely
be in the shooter’s favor.
MARKING THE POCKET (8-BALL ONLY) – A coaster, pocket
marker, or any other reasonable marker must be placed next to the
pocket the 8-ball is intended to enter. We recommend that you do
not use chalk as a pocket marker, as it can create confusion, but the
use of chalk as a pocket marker is not prohibited. If a player pockets
the 8-ball without marking the intended pocket, and the opponent
calls loss of game, it will result in a loss of game. Both players may
use the same marker. Only one marker should be on the table at any
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time. However, if more than one marker is on the table, as long as
you clearly mark the pocket where you intend to pocket the 8-ball
you will be deemed to have properly marked the pocket. If the
marker is already at the intended pocket from a previous attempt or
game, it is not necessary for the shooter to touch it, pick it up, or
reposition it. Anyone may remind a player to place the marker and
it will not be considered coaching or a foul.
THE 23-RULE - The 23-Rule will be enforced during this
Tournament. No team may play five players whose combined skill
levels exceed 23.
Further, no team may put up a combination of players that makes it
impossible for the team to comply with the 23-rule. If a team
violates the 23-Rule their opponent will be declared the winner of
the team match. The team match will be decided at the point where
it becomes impossible for the violating team to comply with the 23Rule. As an example, presume that Team A is playing Team B are
playing an 8-Ball match. The skill levels of the players on Team A’s
roster are as follows 7-6-6-2-3-3-4-4. If Team A throws their 7 in
the first individual match, a 6 in the second individual match, and
the other 6 in the third individual match, it will be unable to comply
with the 23-Rule since the combined skill levels of the five players it
throws will exceed 23 no matter which two players it throws in the
last two matches. Therefore, at the point that the first rack is struck
in the third individual match, Team B becomes the winner of the
team match. However teams should remember, as stated in Section
6 of these Rules, a team can withdraw a declared player, prior to the
rack being struck, if declaring the player will cause the team to
violate the 23-Rule.
It is your team’s responsibility to ensure that your opponents comply
with the 23-Rule. If the opposing team violates the 23-Rule, but
wins the team match, and the 23-Rule violation is not noted on the
scoresheet when the scoresheet is submitted to the Control Table, the
opposing team will be declared the winner, and your team will have
be deemed to have waived the 23-Rule violation.
In addition, in order to play all five individual matches, a team must
be able to show that it can field a legal team meaning that it can put
up 5 players whose combined skill levels do not exceed 23. If, prior
to the start of a team match, the combined skill levels of the five
lowest skilled players on the roster exceed 23, the team must play
four players whose skill levels do not exceed 19 and forfeit the fifth
match. If prior to the start of a team match, the combined skill levels
of the four lowest skilled players on the roster exceed 19, the team
must play three players whose skill levels do not exceed 15 and
forfeit the fourth and fifth matches.
FORFEITING MATCHES - Individual matches may be forfeited
at any time during a team match. If an individual match is forfeited
after the rack has been broken in that match, the skill level of both
players in the match will count towards the 23-Rule. If an individual
match is forfeited before the rack has been broken in that match, the
player on the team receiving the forfeit remains eligible to play again
as the forfeit does not count as a match played. However, regardless
of the forfeit, at the end of the team match both teams must be able
to show that they could have put up five players whose combined
skill levels did not exceed 23 had all five individual matches been
played. For example, in a situation where the opposing team puts up
a SL7, you cannot make the SL7 unavailable to that team by putting
up an unavailable player with the intention of forfeiting the
individual match. In that case, the opposing team would regain the
use of their SL7 as long as they are able to show that they could
remain within the 23-Rule had all five individual matches been
played.
NOTE: During this Tournament, individual forfeits will be
worth 3 points (instead of 2) for 8-Ball and 20 points (instead of
15) for 9-Ball. The team of any player that forfeits an individual
match will not be awarded any points for that individual match,
even if the forfeiting player forfeits during the course of an
individual match in which he or she has already earned points.
Scoresheets should be marked with a (F) for all forfeited
matches.
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INELIGIBLE
E PLAYERS - Ineligible players are those playerrs
who, for whattever reason, are not elig
gible to play in any matcch
during this tournament. All ineligible players will be removed from
m
d their skill levels cannot be
b
the Higher Levvel Tournament roster and
used to determ
mine whether a team can comply with the 23-Rulee.
Further, as staated earlier in these Ruless, ineligible players are noot
allowed to coacch a shooting player, or adv
vise a coach.
SENIOR SKIL
LL LEVEL PLAYERS (9
9-BALL ONLY) - Only
two senior skilll level players may play in any single 9-Ball team
match. Senior skill
s
level players are thosee players who have skill
levels of 6, 7, 8 or 9. If a team plays morre than two senior skill leveel
players in a sinngle 9-Ball team match, thee team’s opponent is
declared the wiinner of the team match
COMMON PL
LAYERS – A common player is defined as a playeer
on more than one team. During the Wo
orld Pool Championships a
team may havve up to two players that are common with anotheer
team in the sam
me format. A player may
y be common on up to tw
wo
teams in each format
f
at the World Pool Championships.
C
This meanns
you may qualiffy on up to two 8-Ball team
ms and two 9-Ball teams. If
I
you qualify on more than two teams in an
ny format, you must choosse
which team rossters you will stay on priorr to entering the World Poool
Championshipss.
During the Woorld Qualifier, there is no liimit to the number of
common playeers a team may have on itss roster. When teams
with players coommon to both rosters meeet one another during
the World Quaalifier, those common playeers have two options.
The first optionn is to “sit out” of the team
m match, in which case theey
are not allowedd to play, captain, coach, or use their skill levels foor
23-Rule purposes. If a common player chooses the first option, he
h
can advance with both teams, if neither iss eliminated, or if one of thhe
two teams is eliminated
e
the common pllayer will advance with thhe
winning team. The second option is to “declare
“
a team” prior to thhe
yers who choose the seconnd
start of the teaam match. Common play
option, and decclare a team, will be markeed ineligible on the roster of
o
the team theyy did not declare for thee remainder of the Worlld
Qualifier and the
t World Pool Championsships, regardless of whetheer
the team they did declare wins or losess the match. If a commoon
player choosess to “sit out” of the team match,
m
but during the matcch
engages in thhe coaching of another player,
p
or gives advice to
t
someone who is coaching a player, th
he common player will be
b
he coached player plays foor
deemed to havve declared the team that th
and treated as if he had declared that teeam at the beginning of thhe
match
NOTE: Matcches will not be held up for players who arre
participating on
o multiple teams. A com
mmon player is prohibiteed
from participaating in two matches simu
ultaneously.
TIE BREAKE
ERS
8-BALL ONLY – In the event an 8-Ball teaam match is tied (5 to 5, 6 to
t
6, or 7 to 7 match
m
points), the team thaat won the most individuaal
matches will bee declared the winner of th
he team match.
For the purposes of counting the total nu
umber of individual matchees
m in a team match that goes
g
to Sudden Death, thhe
won by a team
player(s) that wins the 2-point rack in a Sudden Death match is
i
declared the wiinner of that particular indiividual match.
If the 8-Ball teeam match is tied after fou
ur matches and neither team
m
can field a fiffth player, the team that won the first two of threee
individual matcches will be declared the winner.
w
9-BALL ONLY – In the event a 9-Ball teeam match ends 50-50, thhe
team that wonn the most individual maatches will be declared thhe
winner of the teeam match.
If the 9-Ball teeam match is tied 40-40 aftter four matches and neitheer
team can field a fifth player, the team thaat won the first two of threee
w
individual matcches will be declared the winner.
EXCESSIVE SKILL LEVEL MOVE
EMENT - If Higher Leveel
Tournament play is to be truly meaningfu
ul and rewarding, then thosse
who play below
w their true ability must be
b penalized. Any evidencce
of a player playying at a skill level below his
h or her true ability shoulld
be reported im
mmediately to a Tournam
ment Official at the controol
table. You andd your team must certify th
hat your skill level, as show
wn
on the scoreshheet of each match you play,
p
is your Highest Skiill
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ned in the Certification Statement.
Leveel as that term is defin
Likeewise, you and your team must
m certify that the skill leevels of each
of yo
your teammates, as shown on the scoresheet of each match your
team
m plays, is the Highest Skilll Level of each of those inddividuals.
PRO
OTESTS - All protests mu
ust be made by your Team
m Captain to
the Tournament Director, and
d must be made in a spportsmanlike
mannner. There is a $50.00 filing fee for any protesst, which is
t
whose
refunndable if the filing team wins the protest. Any team
playyers disrupt the tournameent, cause a scene, or cause
c
other
probblems at or around the to
ournament site will lose the right to
proteest. The Tournament Director will resolve all issues on the spot.
APA
A, as Tournament Director, is the highest authority. Any rulings
madde by APA are final.
RUL
LES OF CONDUCT - The APA has established andd will strictly
enfoorce the following conducct rules for Higher Level Tournament
playy.
a.
ofane language will be toleerated at this
No loud, abusive or pro
tournament. You are in the League to have a goodd time and to
mpetition. If you experience a problem,
enjoy some friendly com
one of the Tournament Officials will address it; simply
s
bring
the matter to our attenttion. Remember that in eaach situation
the ruling will favor on
ne side against the other siide, and it is
required that each teaam or player accept offiicial rulings
without causing a scene..
Unsportsmanlike condu
uct directed to the opposing player,
b.
team or Tournament Offficial is not allowed.
Anyone involved in an incident that includes eithher physical
c.
g of an item will be disqualified
abuse or the throwing
immediately, and requireed to leave the tournament premises.
d.
Anyone caught hitting a cue against the table, walll, floor, etc.,
or recklessly swinging a cue will be disqualified immediately
and required to leave thee tournament premises.
e.
Abusive behavior directted to the Tournament Dirrector or any
of his designates will not be tolerated.
f.
Excessively slow play will not be tolerated. You
Y
will be
warned before any penallty occurs.
The penalties for violating any of the six categories detailed above
are aas follows:
Exceept for incidents of slow pllay, a warning may or mayy not be
given
n, and the Tournament Diirector can issue any of the four
penaalties below, regardless off whether any penalty has been
b
prevviously issued, depending upon
u
the severity of the sittuation.
1.
Penalty Level 1 - Your opponent
o
will be given balll‐in‐hand. If
the player is still shootting, or already has ball‐inn‐hand, then
that player will be allow
wed to shoot until missing, and then be
given ball‐in‐hand again
n.
Penalty Level 2 - Your opponent
o
will be granted thhe game. (In
2.
9‐Ball, your opponent will
w be granted the game,, along with
points for all balls remaiining on the table.)
3.
Penalty Level 3 - Your opponent
o
will be granted thhe match.
4.
Penalty Level 4 - Disquaalification.
NOT
TE: If the violation or disturbance that caused
d the initial
penaalty level to be levied does not cease, the Tournament
T
Direector and/or designated assistant
a
has the right to go
g from one
penaalty level to the next pena
alty level immediately.
WA
ARNINGS - If a warning is given in an individual match, that
warnning will follow the team throughout
t
the remainder of
o the event.
For example, if a player is warned for sharking his oppoonent, and in
a suubsequent match a player from that same team is warned for
shark
rking his opponent, the result will be ball-in-haand for the
oppoonent. Such warnings willl be noted by a Tournamennt Official on
the sscoresheets.
SPO
ORTSMANSHIP - The primary
p
objective of the League has
alwaays been to provide players of all abilities with the
t fun and
enjooyment of friendly compeetition. Naturally it is exxpected that
everry player hopes to do well, and that all players and teeams will be
doinng their best to win. However, each player and team is also
expeected to accept defeat in a sportsmanlike
s
manner.
Twoo common examples of bad
b sportsmanship are: coonceding an
unfinnished game; and undoing
g a cue during play. Booth forms of
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conduct are frowned upon by professionals, and have no place in
p
are asked to allow oopponents to finish the
amateur play. All players
game before rackingg the balls or undoing cuees. No penalty will be
assessed unless, in the determination of the Tournament Director,
such sportsmanship violations by a team are exxcessive.
Another cause of spportsmanship concerns are fouls. A foul is a foul
and should be obseerved as such regardless oof whether the player
believes that he willl get caught failing to discclose a foul. Generally
speaking, a professioonal player will call a foul on himself. Likewise,
good sportsmanshipp dictates that amateur plaayers admit a mistake,
and live with the consequences. However,, it is technically the
p
and his or her team
m captain, to protect the
responsibility of a player,
outcome of the playyer’s match. Therefore, alll players are advised to
pay attention to theirr games.
EQUIPMENT RE
EGULATIONS – In geeneral, any piece of
equipment designedd specifically for pockeet billiards, with the
exception of jump cues and laser devices, is acceptable in APA
Tournament play. Some specialty cues (see Specialty Cues
described below) maay be limited in use. Speccial equipment, such as
bridges and cue exttenders, are legal. You m
may change cues and/or
cue shafts during a game provided the cues and/or shafts you are
switching to do not violate any rules of use, aand you remain within
the Time Guideliness.
Specialty Cues – Cues
C
specially tailored to pperform specific shots.
These include, but are not limited to, jump cues, break cues, and
jump-break cues (coombination of jump cues annd break cues).
Jump Cues – A sppecialty cue designed for aattempting jump shots.
They may not be used
u
to perform jump shhots or massé shots in
standard APA Leaguue and tournament play.
Break Cues - A sppecialty cue designed for breaking. Sometimes
combined with jumpp cues to form a jump-breeak cue, these cues are
allowed in APA playy for breaking. They may not be used to perform
jump shots or masséé shots in standard APA L
League and tournament
play.
C
– Any cue designed tto shoot the majority of
Regular Shooting Cues
shots in a game of pool. These cues may allso be used to perform
jump shots, massé shots and break shots inn all APA League and
tournament play. Yoou may not “break down” your Regular Shooting
Cue to perform a jum
mp shot.
Any equipment bearring any message or imagee of a sexually explicit
or political nature, or
o a message or image wh
which may be offensive
due to the use of profanity or by the virtuue of its promotion of
violence, alcoholism
m or substance abuse shall be prohibited from use
in all APA events. The Tournament Directorr shall be the enforcing
authority of this reguulation.
The Tournament Diirector shall have the righht to inspect a player’s
cue(s) at any time during
d
a tournament witho
hout prior notice to the
player, and if the cue(s) are found to bee in violation of this
p
shall immediatelly cease using the
regulation, the player
objectionable cue during tournament playy, or face immediate
disqualification and forfeiture of all prize monney earned and/or entry
fee paid.
DISQUALIFICATION - A team or playerr may be disqualified
from this Tournameent in the Tournament Dirrector’s sole judgment
and discretion. Grounds
G
for disqualificattion include without
limitation (a) excesssive skill level movemennt, (b) irregularities or
falsification of anyy Tournament scoresheett or contents of the
Certification Packaage, (c) fraudulent circum
mstances of whatever
nature, or (d) sportssmanship violations or coonduct deemed to be a
discredit or affectingg the integrity of the Tournnaments, the League or
the sport. Disqualification of a team forr any reasons means
forfeiture of all tittles, awards, prize moneyy, and minimum two
(2) year suspensiion of team members from the League.
Disqualification cann occur at any time - prior to, during, or after the
event.

Officcial
Rulees
of the

